TAKE A STAND. LEAD A HAND. YOU DO NOT HAVE TO FIGHT. BE POLITE.

STEPS TO FOLLOW:
1. Confront Ur Bully - Tell Him To Stop!
2. Do Not Stand By And Watch! Protect.
4. Create A Safe Space: Resolve Conflict / Intervene!
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*Peace Zone*

*No Bull...*

*Buddies*
Paint the world with peace... Elevate your mind through peace... Peace, the platform to perform tranquility. Apease, please. Don't replace the Peace!! Let peace be the voice you excel with!!! "May Peace" be the road that will lead to serenity.
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GOVERNORS OF PEACE

STOP

STOP pretending that you're not seeing the bullying around you.

STOP the silence and SPEAK out

STOP PRETENDING that you're NOT HEARING the cry for help!

Bye-bye bad bystanders!
Direct both the mind and hands to help out!
Bullying Prevails When Good Men Do Nothing

Bullying

Definition:
When people overpower others who are weaker than they are, in the forms of physical, emotional and verbal abuse...
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